Peter Ward

What a devastating loss to the AACB and medical science community. Howard was a legend in the field of Vitamin D and Bone and was making his presence felt as the IFCC president, Cruelly cut short, Vale Professor Howard Morris.

Tina Yen

Prof Howard Morris was a giant among scientists and a great gentleman of our profession. Tireless and he gave to the community right until the end. Thank you Howard for your dedication, and goodbye kind friend.

Peter Graham

Tragic loss of a dedicated clinical chemist who worked tirelessly to improve laboratory medicine both in Australia and internationally

Peter Vervaart

Vale Howard, a great scientist and advocate for scientists, a great mentor and friend with one of the most infectious laughs going around! You will be missed, my sincere condolences to Helen and your extended family.

Robert Flatman

Very sorry to hear of Howard's passing. He was such a positive influence in our profession, always encouraging for young or experienced scientists and seeking ways to improve our professions. Best wishes Helen.

Samuel Vasikaran

A man with a zest for life, full of energy and enthusiasm. Had great plans and vision for the IFCC. A sad loss to the profession.

Malcolm Whiting

Greatly saddened to hear this news. Howard was a model clinical chemist who was a great communicator and always willing to share his knowledge and expertise. A big loss for the IFCC and AACB.

Christopher Florkowski

Always sage and great company, he was a dedicated scientist without peer. Always at the peak of accomplishment and that's how he left us.

Kellie Daniel

A great and dedicated scientist, whom always had time to share his knowledge with others
Ruben David

A great professional colleague who shared his knowledge and was a great mentor in the areas of our common interest. Will miss Howard and his warm and personable interactions at AACB events.

Ian Farrance

Howard Morris. Very sad news. A great loss to the profession. A good friend and colleague, you will not be forgotten.

Peter Murphy

Shocked to learn of the passing of Howard. His passion for the profession of clinical biochemistry was indeed a great inspiration. Condolences to Helen and family.